Abstract
Introduction
Flatness is an interesting structural property of many engineering systems. Typically, the knowledge of the Flat Outputs of a system allows the design of open loop control and helps the design of control loops. When the literature includes many works on finding families of flat systems or proposing tools to check the flatness of a system, there has been very few works on the actual computation of the Flat Outputs which remains . an open practical problem. This work has been originally motivated by the problem of path planning for a Bi-steerable car. Indeed among people working on mobile robots and Intelligent Transportation Systems, there has been lately an increasing interest for Bi-steerable platforms which offer a better maneuverability. Examples of such vehicles are the "Cycab" platform commercialized by Robosoft' company or the "rCar" prototype of E F 2 . A bi-steerable car is a car such that the steering of its front wheels by an angle q5 induces a steering of its rear wheels by an angle f(4). This feature not only increases the upper bound of the rotational velocity of the vehicle but also it reduces the sweeping volume of the vehicle in motion and therefore enhances its maneuverability in cluttered environments. However to our knowledge there is no efficient motion planning algorithm for such systems. One way of designing an open loop control €or this system is to use its flatness property.
A system X = f(X,u) is said dierentially flat [2] if there exist flat (OT linearizing) outputs Y = (yl, ..., ym) differentially independent such that:
-the flat outputs can be expressed as a function of the system variables and their successive derivatives, -any system variable (state, controls,. . .) can be expressed only from the linearizing outputs and their successive derivatives. Which roughly means that there is a one-to-one correspondence between arbitrary maps Y ( t ) and the solutions ( X ( t ) , u(t)) for the system.
The interesting point here is that, unlike the state coordinates, (y1, ..., y m ) are differentially independent.
Therefore unlike the state space, any smooth curve in (yl, ..., ym) space corresponds to an admissible path €or the system. Hence, path planning becomes easier in the linearizing space since we do not have to take into account any kinematic constraint along the path. The only constraints that have to be considered are those on the successive time derivatives of the curve at its both ends (Ylnit, Ygoal) . These constraints are imposed by the starting and goal variables and their successive derivatives
There is therefore an evident advantage in exploiting the differential flatness of a nonholonomic system (such as the bi-steerable car) for trajectory planning purposes: arbitrary curves (e.g. polynomials) in the flat output space (having only initial and final constraints on their time derivatives) could be employed in order to connect YInit and Ygoal.
However, in order to use the flatness property of the system for path planning a main problem remains: the computation of the flat outputs (see [5] for a rare related work). Indeed, even if deciding flatness remains an open mathematical problem in general, it has been already solved for some family of systems such as driftless systems with 2 inputs. It is proved in [4] that a 2-inputs driftless systems is flat if, and only if, the ass@ ciated Pfaffian system is a contact system. Moreover [4] indicates how to compute the flat output via the Pfaff normal form of the differential form generating the last non zero system of the derived fag. Since the Pfaffian system associated to the bi-steerable car contains two equations and four variables, finding the flat-ouput just consists in finding the change of coordinates associated to its Engel Normal form. However, the literature includes very few works on the effective computation of such normal form and the flat output. In this paper, we aim at bringing a contribution in this direction.
Concerning the bi-steerable car, the system is proved to be flat [8] and we present in this paper its actual flat outputs and the method to compute them (section 4).
This effective method including symmetries considerations has been already used without explanations in [7] to compute the flat output of the general one-trailer system where an elliptic integral appears. This flatoutput construction has also been inspired from the study of Engel form systems [l] for which we detail here a necessary condition on the flat coordinates change (section 3). Therefore to some extends, our approach can be applied to any differential system of dimension 2 on a Manifold of dimension 4 (section 3). But let us start with a quick recall of some exterior calculus notions (section 2) that will be used later.
Few concepts of the Exterior Differential Systems
We will mention few concepts about exterior differential systems that will be used further. For a complete presentation of the required material we refer the reader to [l] .
Given a manifold M on which a driftless system C :
To the independent vector fields {fl,. . . , fn-m} is naturally associated a distribution and also a codistribution { f l , . . . , fn-m}'
. . , w m } , C can be equivalently defined as the solution of the exterior diflerentaal system: w1 = 0,. . . , wm = 0 On R(M), the space of the differential forms on M , one defines a wedge product (see [l] ) such that for a k-form f and a pform g, f A g is a (t+p)-form. The wedge product is associative, distributive and skew-commutative: 
The rank of a form w is an integer T defined by
with its wedge product can be considered as an algebra on which we can define ideals. To each driftless system is associated a derivative flag which is the set of ideals
. . ,wm} is the ideal generated by wi7s and
where "a , B m o d I" means "(a -,B) E I". 
Notice that other possibilities for the derived flag
to a non controllable system (e.g. from the Lie Algebra Rank Condition) and each instance of the problem is actually equivalent to a system of lower dimension. Now if we come back to the flat case, the Engel theorem states ( [l] 
If we consider the Engel form of the system (l), (yl, y 4 ) are clearly the flat outputs of the system. Indeed in { y l , y2, y3, y4} coordinates, the system (1) can be equivalently written in the chained form :
where obviously all variables of the system can be obtained from (y1,y4) and their derivatives. Now generally, w1 and w2 are not expressed in the {yi} coordinates. Therefore, in order to take a practical benefit of the flatness we have to compute the coordinates change which put the system into Engel form and explicitly obtain the flat outputs expressions. What follows is a scheme to help the computation of this coordinates change which is obviously function of {w1,w2} and the original coordinates in which they are expressed.
The main point to compute the coordinates change {xi} -{yi} is to notice that the Engel form of the system is adapted to the derived flag (see the proof of the Engel theorem [l] ). Therefore:
Let us compute a 1-form of I(') in the original coordinates system (q,22,23, 5 4 ) of M, in which {wl, w2) are expressed. Given {dxl, dx2, dx3, dx4) the associated basis of n ' ( M ) , there are scalar functions 0; on M such that:
For q E a':
E
11 E I and
dq G 0 mod I Therefore there are scalar functions ai on M such that:
and expressing dei in {dxi} basis using their partial derivatives one gets:
Since w1 and w2 are independent, from (3) one can express two of the O1 is a 1-form of I(') and therefore collinear to dy4 -y3dy1.
Via the above computations, we have the explicit expression of q in x-coordinates:
where the fi's are known x functions. Since q A dq '#'O, there exist i # j such that the differential form fidxi + fjdxj has a rank > 1. Assume that f1 and f2 are such functions. Now set
Again since dyl and dye are independent and q is colinear to dy4 -y3dy1, for ~3~x 4 fixed, the mapping (51, x2) I -+ (y1, y4) is bijective. Set (Q' , Q2) its inverse:
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Thus dxl and dx2 are linear combinations of dyl , dy4, dx3 and dx4 and q reads: In the next section we study the specific case of the bi-steerable car and show how this approach allows us the explicit computation of the flat outputs. 4 The flat outputs of the Bi-steerable Car A bi-steerable car is a car with both front and rear orientable wheels such that the rear wheels steering angle a, is a function f ( a f ) of the front steering angle af. We represent a configuration of the system by a point (z,y,e,a) of the manifold M = R2 x (S1)2 (of dimension 4) where x, y are the Cartesian coordinates of the middle point of the front axle, 8 is the orientation of the car in the reference frame and a is the angle of the front wheels with respect to the car (see figure (1) ). The kinematic constraints imposed on the system are due to the rolling without slippage of the wheels which means that the instantaneous velocity of each wheel is parallel to its orientation:
The systematic approach
The equivalent exterior differential system on M is I = {wl, u g } with:
where L is the distance between the front and rear axle. Following the scheme of Section (3) the differentiation leads to:
And later on:
" 1 2 ( a ) = cos(a)f'(a) Here and from now on, for any h, the notation h'(a) implies that h is a scalar function of the unique variable CY and h'(a) is its derivative with respect to cy; as it is the case of f'(a) above. Notice also that unlike the general case, here yi's are functions of only the coordinate a. Always following the scheme of Section (3) we get a vector of ~( l ) :
and we know that if we find variables y1 and y2 such that at each point p = (5, y, 8, a}: 7 = kl(2J)dYl + kz(P)dYz for some scalar functions kl, kz then 91, y2 are the flat outputs. One can prove that for our system one can always find flat outputs that are only function of the state variables [3]. Considering our specific system and the invariances of the problem (with respect to the translations and rotations of the car) it is sound to consider (y1, y2) as the Cartesian coordinates of a point whose relative position with respect to the robot does not depend on the position and the orientation of the vehicle. Therefore the coordinates of such a general point in the vehicle frame can be expressed as follows:
with P and Q the unknown functions that we have to determine. By computing dx,dy in function of dyl, dyz, de, d a and substituting them in the expression of 17 above we get the PDE of the Lemma (1). After some computations and simplifications all coordinates but a disappear in the PDE and we get: cos( a) sin (a) f'( a) -cos( f (a)) sin( f (a) 
Now from (8) we can express P' in function of Q and Q' and substitute it in (9) in order to obtain a first order ODE which we can theoretically solve using the method of the variation of the constant to obtain Q.
Thence we get P and y1, y2.
However, from a practical point of view, such a solution is not yet quite satisfactory. Indeed, Q will be computed through a double (enclosed) numerical integration which gives no hint on how to compute the inverse transformation (i.e. the expressions of the original coordinates in function of the flat outputs and their derivatives).
( y l , y~) the flat outputs), see Fig. (2) . Expressing t'
and F'ii in the robot frame we get:
Then (8) and (9) imply:
Which show the interest of the-vector tf Indeed, t'
varies in function of a and 8 however the projection of H(y1, y2) on t'is known (see (10)). Moreover, as we have seen H position with respect to the car is only function of a and its ingnitesimal variation in the car frame Re is parallel to t for any a (see (11)).
Therefore it seems more interesting to express H in the frame attached to tf With the following notations: 
It is a linear combination of a vector parallel to the front wheel and a second one parallel to the rear wheel.
Let us call F (resp. H ) the point of Cartesian coordinates (x,y) the middle point of the front axle (resp.
Thus the projection of the problem in the turning frame attached to {allows us to have tractable expressions of the H coordinates. Typically M is expressed analytically and N is the primitive of a simple expression.
Hence:
The inverse expressions
The formulation of the problem in the new frame also allows the computation of the original coordinates (x,y,O,a) in function of the flat outputs and their derivatives.
Considering the invariances of the problem, one can prove that the curvature ~( t ) of the curve H ( t ) during the motion is only function of Q. Then we can compute the relation .(a) by considering the case where the car does not move and only turns its wheels at a speed c i = 1 (i.e a = t ) inducing a motion of H . In this specific case the absolute velocity of H is equal to its relative velocity with respect to the car. This velocity has an angle p relatively to the car (see 11). Eventually one gets:
Also by finding the right trigonometric simplifications one can prove that:
In other words, knowing the curve yl(t),yz(t) of the flat outputs during the motion we can compute a ( t ) through n(t) (by inverting the expression &(a) ). Then from ,LJ(a), and the orientation of the velocity of H ( t ) we get 8. Finally, we compute 2, y using (7). Figure-3 shows the interest of the flat outputs for path planning. In these examples the goal is t o find a path between a pair of given initial and final configurations. The problem is solved using the flat outputs computed previously. First for each of the extremal configurations the flat outputs and the corresponding tangent and curvature are computed using the equations (12),(13) and (14). Then these extremal flat outputs are linked by a planar curve with the right tangent and curvature at both extremities (in the examples of Figure-3 we use the family of the polynomial curves). Finally from the curve followed by the flat outputs one deduces the path for the system as explained in the previous section. On figure 3 the dark curve is the polynomial curve followed by the flat outputs and the light curve is the trace of the middle point of the front axle. The bi-steerable car of the example has the following characteristic function: f ( a ) = -0.7a.
Conclusions
In this paper we aimed at stressing the difficulty of the practical computation of the linearizing outputs of a flat system. We suggested a strategy for this computation for a family of systems (namely the Engel Systems) based on the fact that necessarily the flat outputs coordinates change is a solution of a certain PDE. Then we study in details the case of the bi-steerable car which illustrate our strategy and also allows to present some typical obstacles in the computation of the flat outputs and some hints to overcome them. Obtaining the flat outputs for the bi-steerable car solves the problem of open loop control for this system (even in presence of obstacles using the curves suggested in [9] ) and leads to a practical path planner for this system.
